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Special offers 2022 

Beside my regular guitar models, these past years I have been building a number of ad-

ditional instruments for exhibition purposes and some just for the fun of building.  All 

instruments are in perfect shape and sound beautiful. 

Unfortunately I can not keep them all for ever, so they are for sale. For those of you that  

are looking for a top-class handmade instrument for a reduced and modest price, this 

might be an opportunity. 

For details on the instruments, please look at the pages below and  

if interested, just contact me.  

Page 

1.  Classical guitar , Indian rosewood b&s, Cedar top    1850€ 

2.  Flamenco guitar, Cypress b&s spruce top     2750€ 

3.  Concert guitar, Indian rosewood b&s, Cedar top     1950€ 

4.     Concert guitar, Rio rosewood b&s, Cedar top     3750€ 

5.   Gypsy, Selmer oval hole, Maple b&s, Spruce top    1700€ 

6. Concert guitar, Indian rosewood, Spruce top     3950€ 

 

 

Dirk Janssen, luthier 

Mol, Belgium 



Classical guitar, Indian rosewood b&s,  Ce-

dar soundboard 

Study guitar  

A solid handmade instrument with warm 

and well balanced  tone. 

Made of the best massive  woods: Indian 

Rosewood back and sides, Ceder sound-

board, ebony fretboard.  
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Flamenco guitar, Cypress back and sides, 

spruce top 
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Flamenco guitar  

A handcrafted instrument with powerful tone, great vol-

ume and excellent balance   

Made of massive  woods: Cypress back and sides, Europe-

an spruce soundboard, ebony fretboard.  

French polish finish 
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Concert guitar, Indian  rosewood b&s,  

Cedar top 

Concert Guitar  

A handcrafted instrument with warm tone. Deep 

bases and  sweet high tones. 

Made of the best massive woods: Indian Rosewood 

back and sides, Cedar soundboard, ebony fret-

board.  
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Concert guitar, Rio  rosewood b&s,  

Cedar top 

Concert Guitar  

A handcrafted instrument with distinctive and  

powerful tone, great projection and excellent bal-

ance  . 

Made of the most exclusive  woods: Rio Rosewood 

back and sides, cedar soundboard, ebony fret-

board. French polish . CITES cert. included 



Gypsy guitar, model Selmer ovalhole, 

Maple back and sides,  spruce top 
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Gypsy Guitar , model Selmer oval hole 

 

A handcrafted instrument with that specific 

“barking” tone, of Selmer.  Great projection, vol-

ume and excellent  balance . 

Usage of the best woods: Maple back and sides, 

European spruce soundboard, ebony fretboard. 

French polish , vintage style.  
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Concert guitar, Indian  rosewood b&s,  

Spruce top 

Concert Guitar  

A handcrafted instrument with fresh and powerful 

tone, nice projection and excellent balance . 

Made of the best woods: Indian Rosewood back 

and sides, European spruce soundboard, ebony 

fretboard. French polish  


